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FEATURES

Exterus is an affordable, quality system that is professionally engineered and professionally
manufactured to deliver superior value in the outdoor kitchen segment. The modular pieces
are made from an engineered, galvanized steel stud and fastener system with a Permabase
skin.

Features:
•

Solid 20 gauge steel stud and track system protected by G90 galvanization for
outdoor environments

•

Permabase skin – best-in-class material, holds less than 8% moisture

•

Weight-tested for the heaviest grills

•

Totally non-combustible construction allows framing to be simple
and easy to use

•

Most pieces are made to order in 5 to 10 working days –
no inventory, no mix-ups, no waiting

•

All cutouts are prepared in the factory – no field modifications
needed

•

Most kitchens can be set up in a few hours

•

Best value in the industry

OUR DESIGN GUIDE

1. PICK
APPLIANCES

We provide drawings for each
order, allowing you to have a
scaled rendering of your
appliance and layout
selections. These drawings are
great for marking out dimensions
on a patio, or integrating the
kitchen into a larger build.

2.DESIGN
LAYOUT

3. SELECT
FINISHES

Our modular system takes a
fraction of the time of masonry
block, and the open framing
design allows for faster and
easier placement of gas,
electrical, and water lines.

4. SAFELY
INSTALL

Complete your project by
finishing with any stone, stucco,
or tile finish. Enjoy the beauty of
natural finishes with the speed
and ease of a pre-built system.

PICK YOUR APPLIANCES

As part of the Exterus program, we offer Fire Magic, AOG, and Summerset grills. Check out our brand
overviews and our stock lists for details and specs. When deciding on your outdoor kitchen features, think
about how long you’ll own it, how much you’ll use it and what capabilities you want. Quality workmanship,
grade of stainless steel, burner construction, BTUs per square inch, overall cooking space, warranty
coverage, and the parent manufacturing company’s longevity are all important factors. You’ll have to pick
for yourself but with our brands we have it all covered.

Pick Appliances:
Each manufacturer makes a variety of accessories;
doors, drawers, pull-outs, trash drawers, and even more!
Do not underestimate these - having your paper towels
or trash drawer next to your grill is important for a
satisfying grilling experience. Decide up front if you
want to match handles, or if you want to mix and
match components from different brands.
y

Options:
When it comes to outdoor refrigeration and ice making,
make sure you check the details. Some refrigerators are
not “outdoor rated” and will fall apart when exposed to
the elements. For superior performance, look for an
outdoor-rated product with great warranty coverage.
True Refrigeration is available through the Exterus
program.

DESIGN YOUR LAYOUT

Modular outdoor kitchens come in standard-sized components that can be custom-configured in any layout
and designed specifically with the contractor in mind. The components are delivered ready to be finished
with appliance cutouts in place, and link together quickly and easily.

Use standard
modules

Or send us a drawing
for our designers
to review

CHOOSE YOUR FINISHING

Exterus modules are ready to finish. The beauty of this product is that it allows you to finish it with any exterior
product you may be using in your construction project, whether it is stucco, stone or tile. You can customize
your project and create an extraordinary outdoor kitchen design that accentuates your unique surroundings.

COUNTERTOPS

STUCCO
FINISH

STONE FINISH

TILE
FINISH

INSTALL YOUR KITCHEN

Exterus projects are created to
be easy to design and install.
Your Exterus dealer will be your
best and primary resource for
professionally installing the
product. Local trade
professionals who are licensed,
bonded, and carry industry or
trade-specific training or
certifications can also be a
great resource.

Exterus Express offers
preconfigured kitchens with
recommended grills and
accessories.

There are many parts of the
installation that require specific
trade knowledge, so hiring a
professional, following local
codes, and following
manufacturer specifications and
directions exactly are a
requirement. When installed
correctly, Exterus products will
give you years of enjoyment!

TURN KEY SOLUTIONS FOR A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS
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